
Battle 1, Lambs to the Slaughter
In the early days of the Orks assault upon the planet of Armageddon, Planetary Governor and 
Imperial Overlord Herman Von Strab was overly confident on how to deal with the Ork invasion 
and had already ignored all the warnings given to him prior to the Orks Space Hulk crashing 
planetside. He was so confident in fact that he banished Astra Militarum Commissar Sabastian 
Yarrick to Hades Hive on Armageddon Secondus for sending out a planetary distress call to the 
wider Imperium. 

His initial tactics were to have the Hives in Armageddon Prime fortified as well as press ganging 
most of the populace into defensive units to shore up the PDF’s (Planetary Defence Force) 
numbers, but this only caused the Hives to become besieged by the two attacking Ork tribes. Von 
Strab would order his forces out to attack the Ork forces piecemeal, exhausting many men and 
resources in ill fated attacks that would do nothing but waste both men and resources. 

The Battlefield
Armageddon’s surface is an ash waste desert 
where storms can strip a man’s flesh from his 
bones in minutes, fighting in the middle of the 
Ash Wastes can be incredibly difficult which 
is why most conflicts in the early stages took 
place around the Hivesprawl from the locked 
down hive cities. 

When playing a game in the Hivesprawl divide 
your table up into 6 even sections. Then roll 
a d6 for each section to determine the terrain 
layout and consult the chart below



Force Restrictions
Steel Legion
In the early stages of the war the Armageddon Steel legion planetside was an effectively well 
armed and armoured Planetary defence force but didnt have the training that Astra Militarum 
regiments receive. Their numbers were also shored up by the drafted populace that had very 
little skill at fighting. To represent this the following rules apply to your army selection. 

The following units are restricted in this game
Any Special Characters
Tank Commanders
Any Tempestor, Tempestus or Scions Units
Master of Ordnance
Command Squad
Veterans
Crusaders
Officer of the Fleet
Ratlings 
The Army MUST take 1+ squads of Conscrips, these represent the drafted populace. 

Orks
When the Orks first started their assault across Armageddon Prime only two Ork tribes were 
taking part in the fighting, the status of the other 3 at this point was unknown, as a consequence 
of the army being split not all of the Ork units were available. To represent this the following 
rules apply to your army selection. 

The following units are restricted in this game
Any Special Characters
Deffkilla Wartrike
Any unit on a Warbike
Kustom Boosta-Blasta
Shokkjump Dragstas
Boomdakka Snazzwagons
Rukkatrukk Squigbuggies
Megatrakk Scrapjets
Mekboy Workshop

The Battle
This game represents an encounter between a piecemeal section of PDF coming across a larger 
section of Orks besieging one of the many hives of Armageddon Prime. The Orks will be 
looking for fresh kills and enjoying the fight after spending months locked away on the Space 
Hulk, the PDF will be looking to survive the encounter and will try to score a critical blow if at 
all possible. 

(THIS MISSION USES OPEN WAR CARDS)

Deployment and Objective
Use the Objective car Domination and the following deployment card, Player B will be the 
Astra Militarum Player. Note that due to points differences in each force the Astra Militarum 
Player will receive a Sudden Death card as well in this game. 

Armies
1000pts of Astra Militarum
2000pts of Orks

Use the restrictions on army selection above. 


